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Murder in the Model City
Cities have experienced an unprecedented rate of growth in the last decade. More
than half the world's population lives in urban areas, with the U.S. percentage at
80 percent. Cities have captured more than 80 percent of the globe's economic
activity and offered social mobility and economic prosperity to millions by
clustering creative, innovative, and educated individuals and organizations.
Clustering populations, however, can compound both positive and negative
conditions, with many modern urban areas experiencing growing inequality,
debility, and environmental degradation. The spread and continued growth of
urban areas presents a number of concerns for a sustainable future, particularly if
cities cannot adequately address the rise of poverty, hunger, resource
consumption, and biodiversity loss in their borders. Intended as a comparative
illustration of the types of urban sustainability pathways and subsequent lessons
learned existing in urban areas, this study examines specific examples that cut
across geographies and scales and that feature a range of urban sustainability
challenges and opportunities for collaborative learning across metropolitan
regions. It focuses on nine cities across the United States and Canada (Los
Angeles, CA, New York City, NY, Philadelphia, PA, Pittsburgh, PA, Grand Rapids, MI,
Flint, MI, Cedar Rapids, IA, Chattanooga, TN, and Vancouver, Canada), chosen to
represent a variety of metropolitan regions, with consideration given to city size,
proximity to coastal and other waterways, susceptibility to hazards, primary
industry, and several other factors.

Violence in the Model City
In False Dawn, noted Middle East regional expert Steven Cook offers a sweeping
narrative account of the past five years, moving from Turkey to Tunisia to Yemen
to Iraq to Egypt and beyond, ultimately presenting a powerful theoretical analysis
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of why the Arab Spring failed.

Someone Else's House
Recent bouts of gentrification and investment in Detroit have led some to call it the
greatest turnaround story in American history. Meanwhile, activists point to the
city's cuts to public services, water shutoffs, mass foreclosures, and violent police
raids. In A People's History of Detroit, Mark Jay and Philip Conklin use a class
framework to tell a sweeping story of Detroit from 1913 to the present, embedding
Motown's history in a global economic context. Attending to the struggle between
corporate elites and radical working-class organizations, Jay and Conklin outline
the complex sociopolitical dynamics underlying major events in Detroit's past, from
the rise of Fordism and the formation of labor unions, to deindustrialization and the
city's recent bankruptcy. They demonstrate that Detroit's history is not a tale of
two cities—one of wealth and development and another racked by poverty and
racial violence; rather it is the story of a single Detroit that operates according to
capitalism's mandates.

Reducing Urban Violence in the Global South
Law and Order offers a valuable new study of the political and social history of the
1960s. It presents a sophisticated account of how the issues of street crime and
civil unrest enhanced the popularity of conservatives, eroded the credibility of
liberals, and transformed the landscape of American politics. Ultimately, the legacy
of law and order was a political world in which the grand ambitions of the Great
Society gave way to grim expectations. In the mid-1960s, amid a pervasive sense
that American society was coming apart at the seams, a new issue known as law
and order emerged at the forefront of national politics. First introduced by Barry
Goldwater in his ill-fated run for president in 1964, it eventually punished Lyndon
Johnson and the Democrats and propelled Richard Nixon and the Republicans to
the White House in 1968. In this thought-provoking study, Michael Flamm
examines how conservatives successfully blamed liberals for the rapid rise in street
crime and then skillfully used law and order to link the understandable fears of
white voters to growing unease about changing moral values, the civil rights
movement, urban disorder, and antiwar protests. Flamm documents how
conservatives constructed a persuasive message that argued that the civil rights
movement had contributed to racial unrest and the Great Society had rewarded
rather than punished the perpetrators of violence. The president should,
conservatives also contended, promote respect for law and order and contempt for
those who violated it, regardless of cause. Liberals, Flamm argues, were by
contrast unable to craft a compelling message for anxious voters. Instead, liberals
either ignored the crime crisis, claimed that law and order was a racist ruse, or
maintained that social programs would solve the "root causes" of civil disorder,
which by 1968 seemed increasingly unlikely and contributed to a loss of faith in the
ability of the government to do what it was above all sworn to do-protect personal
security and private property.

Quiet Diplomat
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Unsparing and important. . . . An informative, clearheaded and sobering
book.—Jonathan Yardley, Washington Post (1999 Critic's Choice) Inner-city black
America is often stereotyped as a place of random violence, but in fact, violence in
the inner city is regulated through an informal but well-known code of the street.
This unwritten set of rules—based largely on an individual's ability to command
respect—is a powerful and pervasive form of etiquette, governing the way in which
people learn to negotiate public spaces. Elijah Anderson's incisive book delineates
the code and examines it as a response to the lack of jobs that pay a living wage,
to the stigma of race, to rampant drug use, to alienation and lack of hope.

The Columbia Guide to African American History Since 1939
In A Century of Violence in a Red City Lesley Gill provides insights into broad trends
of global capitalist development, class disenfranchisement and dispossession, and
the decline of progressive politics. Gill traces the rise and fall of the strong labor
unions, neighborhood organizations, and working class of Barrancabermeja,
Colombia, from their origins in the 1920s to their effective activism for agrarian
reforms, labor rights, and social programs in the 1960s and 1970s. Like much of
Colombia, Barrancabermeja came to be dominated by alliances of right-wing
politicians, drug traffickers, foreign corporations, and paramilitary groups. These
alliances reshaped the geography of power and gave rise to a pernicious form of
armed neoliberalism. Their violent incursion into Barrancabermeja's civil society
beginning in the 1980s decimated the city's social networks, destabilized life for its
residents, and destroyed its working-class organizations. As a result, community
leaders are now left clinging to the toothless discourse of human rights, which
cannot effectively challenge the status quo. In this stark book, Gill captures the
grim reality and precarious future of Barrancabermeja and other places ravaged by
neoliberalism and violence.

America in Black and White
Gang- and drug-related inner-city violence, with its attendant epidemic of
incarceration, is the defining crime problem in our country. In some neighborhoods
in America, one out of every two hundred young black men is shot to death every
year, and few initiatives of government and law enforcement have made much
difference. But when David Kennedy, a self-taught and then-unknown
criminologist, engineered the "Boston Miracle" in the mid-1990s, he pointed the
way toward what few had imagined: a solution. Don't Shoot tells the story of
Kennedy's long journey. Riding with beat cops, hanging with gang members, and
stoop-sitting with grandmothers, Kennedy found that all parties misunderstood
each other, caught in a spiral of racialized anger and distrust. He envisioned an
approach in which everyone-gang members, cops, and community memberscomes together in what is essentially a huge intervention. Offenders are told that
the violence must stop, that even the cops want them to stay alive and out of
prison, and that even their families support swift law enforcement if the violence
continues. In city after city, the same miracle has followed: violence plummets,
drug markets dry up, and the relationship between the police and the community
is reset. This is a landmark book, chronicling a paradigm shift in how we address
one of America's most shameful social problems. A riveting, page-turning read, it
combines the street vérité of The Wire, the social science of Gang Leader for a
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Day, and the moral urgency and personal journey of Fist Stick Knife Gun. But unlike
anybody else, Kennedy shows that there could be an end in sight.

The Challenge of American History
An account of American race relations over the past thirty years focuses on three
cities contending with racial divisions.

The role of federal military forces in domestic disorders,
1945-1992
In “a brilliant antidote to all the…false narratives about pot” (American Thinker), an
award-winning author and former New York Times reporter reveals the link
between teenage marijuana use and mental illness, and a hidden epidemic of
violence caused by the drug—facts the media have ignored as the United States
rushes to legalize cannabis. Recreational marijuana is now legal in nine states.
Advocates argue cannabis can help everyone from veterans to cancer sufferers.
But legalization has been built on myths—that marijuana arrests fill prisons; that
most doctors want to use cannabis as medicine; that it can somehow stem the
opiate epidemic; that it is beneficial for mental health. In this meticulously reported
book, Alex Berenson, a former New York Times reporter, explodes those myths,
explaining that almost no one is in prison for marijuana; a tiny fraction of doctors
write most authorizations for medical marijuana, mostly for people who have
already used; and marijuana use is linked to opiate and cocaine use. Most of all,
THC—the chemical in marijuana responsible for the drug’s high—can cause
psychotic episodes. “Alex Berenson has a reporter’s tenacity, a novelist’s
imagination, and an outsider’s knack for asking intemperate questions” (Malcolm
Gladwell, The New Yorker), as he ranges from the London institute that is home to
the scientists who helped prove the cannabis-psychosis link to the Colorado prison
where a man now serves a thirty-year sentence after eating a THC-laced candy bar
and killing his wife. He sticks to the facts, and they are devastating. With the US
already gripped by one drug epidemic, Tell Your Children is a “well-written
treatise” (Publishers Weekly) that “takes a sledgehammer to the promised benefits
of marijuana legalization, and cannabis enthusiasts are not going to like it one bit”
(Mother Jones).

Tell Your Children
2020 J. ANTHONY LUKAS PRIZE WINNER From the bestselling author of There Are
No Children Here, a richly textured, heartrending portrait of love and death in
Chicago's most turbulent neighborhoods. The numbers are staggering: over the
past twenty years in Chicago, 14,033 people have been killed and another roughly
60,000 wounded by gunfire. What does that do to the spirit of individuals and
community? Drawing on his decades of experience, Alex Kotlowitz set out to
chronicle one summer in the city, writing about individuals who have emerged
from the violence and whose stories capture the capacity--and the breaking
point--of the human heart and soul. The result is a spellbinding collection of deeply
intimate profiles that upend what we think we know about gun violence in America.
Among others, we meet a man who as a teenager killed a rival gang member and
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twenty years later is still trying to come to terms with what he's done; a devoted
school social worker struggling with her favorite student, who refuses to give
evidence in the shooting death of his best friend; the witness to a wrongful police
shooting who can't shake what he has seen; and an aging former gang leader who
builds a place of refuge for himself and his friends. Applying the close-up, empathic
reporting that made There Are No Children Here a modern classic, Kotlowitz offers
a piercingly honest portrait of a city in turmoil. These sketches of those left
standing will get into your bones. This one summer will stay with you.

The Harvest of American Racism
The Store in the Hood is a comprehensive study of conflicts between immigrant
merchants and customers throughout the U.S. during the 20th century. The book
draws on published research, official statistics, interviews, and ethnographic data
collected from diverse locations to discuss the many causes of these
disputes—determined by society’s larger structure. The book also suggests
possible solutions.

Detroit 1967
Eyewitness account of the civil disorder in Detroit in the summer of 1967.

Violence
Drawing on oral history interviews and archival materials, Summer of Rage
examines the causes and consequences of urban unrest that occurred in Newark
and Detroit during the summer of 1967. It seeks to give voice to those who
experienced these events firsthand and places personal narratives in a broader
theoretical framework involving issues of collective memory, trauma, race
relations, and urban development. Further, the volume explores the multiple truths
present in these contentious events and thereby sheds light on the past, present,
and future of these cities.

The Store in the Hood
This collection of original essays represents some of the most exciting ways in
which historians are beginning to paint the 1960s onto the larger canvas of
American history. While the first literature about this turbulent period was written
largely by participants, many of the contributors to this volume are young scholars
who came of age intellectually in the 1970s and 1980s and thus write from fresh
perspectives. The essayists ask fundamental questions about how much America
really changed in the 1960s and why certain changes took place. In separate
chapters, they explore how the great issues of the decade--the war in Vietnam,
race relations, youth culture, the status of women, the public role of private
enterprise--were shaped by evolutions in the nature of cultural authority and
political legitimacy. They argue that the whirlwind of events and problems we call
the Sixties can only be understood in the context of the larger history of post-World
War II America. Contents "Growth Liberalism in the Sixties: Great Societies at
Home and Grand Designs Abroad," by Robert M. Collins "The American State and
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the Vietnam War: A Genealogy of Power," by Mary Sheila McMahon "And That's the
Way It Was: The Vietnam War on the Network Nightly News," by Chester J. Pach, Jr.
"Race, Ethnicity, and the Evolution of Political Legitimacy," by David R. Colburn and
George E. Pozzetta "Nothing Distant about It: Women's Liberation and Sixties
Radicalism," by Alice Echols "The New American Revolution: The Movement and
Business," by Terry H. Anderson "Who'll Stop the Rain?: Youth Culture, Rock 'n'
Roll, and Social Crises," by George Lipsitz "Sexual Revolution(s)," by Beth Bailey
"The Politics of Civility," by Kenneth Cmiel "The Silent Majority and Talk about
Revolution," by David Farber

An American Summer
Biography of Ernie Goodman, a Detroit lawyer and political activist who played a
key role in social justice cases.

Whose Detroit?
This book provides school teachers, counselors, administrators, therapists, and
parents an accessible and evidence-based approach to reduce violence in schools.
The work outlines how self-esteem controls emotions and helps regulate
expression of aggressive and violent feelings and behavior. The work demonstrates
in three distinct parts how faculty can reduce and prevent violence in their schools
by using the student-teacher relationship: theory, case studies, and learning
activities. Anger and violence are reduced through increasing children’s selfesteem, which is developed through important relationships with adults. The book
invites teachers, school counselors, school psychologists, and other school
administrators to rethink their relationships with children and to incorporate the
relational ingredients needed to increase children’s self-esteem by adopting
features of evidence-based psychotherapy and demonstrating how such
approaches can be applied in schools.

Protesting Affirmative Action
America's urbanites have engaged in many tumultuous struggles for civil and
worker rights since the Second World War. In Whose Detroit?, Heather Ann
Thompson focuses in detail on the struggles of Motor City residents during the
1960s and early 1970s and finds that conflict continued to plague the inner city
and its workplaces even after Great Society liberals committed themselves to
improving conditions. Using the contested urban center of Detroit as a model,
Thompson assesses the role of such upheaval in shaping the future of America's
cities. She argues that the glaring persistence of injustice and inequality led
directly to explosions of unrest in this period. Thompson finds that unrest as
dramatic as that witnessed during Detroit's infamous riot of 1967 by no means
doomed the inner city, nor in any way sealed its fate. The politics of liberalism
continued to serve as a catalyst for both polarization and radical new possibilities
and Detroit remained a contested, and thus politically vibrant, urban center.
Thompson's account of the post-World War II fate of Detroit casts new light on
contemporary urban issues, including white flight, police brutality, civic and shop
floor rebellion, labor decline, and the dramatic reshaping of the American political
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order. Throughout, the author tells the stories of real events and individuals,
including James Johnson, Jr., who, after years of suffering racial discrimination in
Detroit's auto industry, went on trial in 1971 for the shooting deaths of two
foremen and another worker at a Chrysler plant. Bringing the labor movement into
the context of the literature of Sixties radicalism, Whose Detroit? integrates the
history of the 1960s into the broader political history of the postwar period. Urban,
labor, political, and African-American history are blended into Thompson's
comprehensive portrayal of Detroit's reaction to pressures felt throughout the
nation. With deft attention to the historical background and preoccupations of
Detroit's residents, Thompson has written a biography of an entire city at a time of
crisis.

Bleeding Out
On July 23, 1967, the Detroit police raided a blind pig (after-hours drinking
establishment), touching off the most destructive urban riot of the 1960s. On the
40th anniversary of this nation-changing event, we are pleased to reissue Sidney
Fine's seminal work--a detailed study of what happened, why, and with what
consequences.

The Sixties
While many studies of domestic collective violence, especially of the black riots of
the 1960s, emphasize the causes of violence, James Button's is a major
investigation of the consequences of violence. He not only analyzes how and to
what extent the national government responded to the black urban riots, but he
also moves toward a theoretical definition of the role of collective violence in a
democratic society. In so doing, the author clarifies the utility or disutility of
collective violence as a minority group strategy for effecting political change. Using
a variety of sources and research techniques, Professor Button evaluates the
effects of ghetto violence on public policy from a perspective that ranges from the
earliest riots in 1963 to the later riots and their long-term impact through 1972. His
use of rigorous empirical evidence to explore policy effects at the federal level fills
the gap often left by more impressionistic research limited to case studies at a
local level. The author's data indicate that many federal executive officials
interpreted the acts of black urban violence in the 1960s as politically purposeful
revolts intended to make demands upon those in power. James Button's work
poses a serious challenge to those who argue that collective violence is apolitical,
counterproductive, and pathological. Originally published in 1978. The Princeton
Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available
previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University
Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.

The Great Uprising
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This book is a multifaceted approach to understanding the central developments in
African American history since 1939. It combines a historical overview of key
personalities and movements with essays by leading scholars on specific facets of
the African American experience, a chronology of events, and a guide to further
study. Marian Anderson's famous 1939 concert in front of the Lincoln Memorial was
a watershed moment in the struggle for racial justice. Beginning with this event,
the editors chart the historical efforts of African Americans to address racism and
inequality. They explore the rise of the Civil Rights and Black Power movements
and the national and international contexts that shaped their ideologies and
methods; consider how changes in immigration patterns have complicated the
conventional "black/white" dichotomy in U.S. society; discuss the often uneasy
coexistence between a growing African American middle class and a persistent and
sizable underclass; and address the complexity of the contemporary African
American experience. Contributors consider specific issues in African American life,
including the effects of the postindustrial economy and the influence of music,
military service, sports, literature, culture, business, and the politics of selfdesignation, e.g.,"Colored" vs. "Negro," "Black" vs. "African American". While
emphasizing political and social developments, this volume also illuminates
important economic, military, and cultural themes. An invaluable resource, The
Columbia Guide to African American History Since 1939 provides a thorough
understanding of a crucial historical period.

Reducing Anger and Violence in Schools
Medellín, Colombia, used to be the most violent city on earth, but in recent years,
allegedly thanks to its 'social urbanism' approach to regeneration, it has
experienced a sharp decline in violence. The author explores the politics behind
this decline and the complex transformations in terms of urban development
policies in Medellín.

Lost Boys
This book is about violence in the Brazilian city of Sao Luis. It describes how people
think about and negotiate dangerous encounters - vital and disturbing experiences
that, when they go wrong, yield moral failure, humiliation, and death. Brazilians,
like people elsewhere, worry about the perils of coming face-to-face with the wrong
person, at the wrong time, under the wrong circumstances. The book discusses
two conceptually linked forms of perilous face-to-face encounters: Carnival, a
bacchanalian festival, and briga, a potentially lethal street confrontation. When
playing becomes fighting, Carnival's samba, fueled by the controlled venting of
dangerous passions, gives way to the explosive pas de deux of the street fight. Saoluisenses tell vivid, sometimes terrifying, stories of verbal and physical
confrontations. Their narratives, based on cultural models of Carnivals and brigas,
highlight the vulnerability of the self to humiliation by others and the vulnerability
of moral controls to one's own hostile emotions. The book argues that this double
sense of social and psychological vulnerability is a product of Brazilian
interpersonal relations, which are profoundly marked by the arbitrary exercise of
power and the stifling of resentment in subordinates. Culture here consists not of
shared symbols but of shared quandaries. The author suggests that Brazilian street
fighting is an alarm bell - an inarticulate representation of pressing but poorly
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understood social and psychological dilemmas. Violence in Sao Luis may therefore
be a desperate attempt to understand and come to grips with the very resentment,
rooted in the city's harsh social transactions, that engenders it.

Code of the Street: Decency, Violence, and the Moral Life of
the Inner City
Murder in the Model City
A comprehensive overview of the integrative study of violence Violence continues
to be one of the most urgent global public health problems that contemporary
society faces. Suicides and homicides are increasing at an alarming rate,
particularly in younger age groups and lower-income countries. Historically, the
study of violence has been fragmented across disparate fields of study with little
cross-disciplinary collaboration, thus creating a roadblock to decoding the
underlying processes that give rise to violence and hindering efforts in research
and prevention. Violence: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Causes, Consequences,
and Cures assembles and organizes current information into one comprehensive
volume, introducing students to the multiple sectors, disciplines, and practices that
collectively comprise the study of violence. This innovative textbook presents a
unified perspective that integrates the sociological, biological, politico-economic,
structural, and environmental underpinnings of violence. Each chapter examines a
distinct point of learning, beginning with an overview of the content and
concluding with discussion questions and an analytical summary. The chapters
focus on key domains of research encouraging interdisciplinary investigation and
helping students to develop critical analytical skills and form their own conclusions.
Fills a significant gap in the field by providing a coherent text that consolidates
information on the multiple aspects of violence Examines current legal, medical,
public health, and policy approaches to violence prevention and their application
within a global context Illustrates how similar causes of violence may have
dissimilar manifestations Presents a multidisciplinary examination of the symptoms
and underlying processes of violence Offers a thorough yet accessible learning
framework to undergraduate and graduate students without prior knowledge of the
study of violence More than just an accumulation of facts and data, this essential
text offers a broad introduction to a thinking process that can produce rigorous
scholarship across disciplines and lead to a deeper understanding of violence in its
many forms.

Don't Shoot
A lightning rod for liberal and conservative opposition alike, affirmative action has
proved one of the more divisive issues in the United States over the past five
decades. Dennis Deslippe here offers a thoughtful study of early opposition to the
nation’s race- and gender-sensitive hiring and promotion programs in higher
education and the workplace. This story begins more than fifteen years before the
1978 landmark U.S. Supreme Court case Regents of the University of California v.
Bakke. Partisans attacked affirmative action almost immediately after it first
appeared in the 1960s. Liberals in the opposition movement played an especially
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significant role. While not completely against the initiative, liberal opponents
strove for "soft" affirmative action (recruitment, financial aid, remedial programs)
and against "hard" affirmative action (numerical goals, quotas). In the process of
balancing ideals of race and gender equality with competing notions of
colorblindness and meritocracy, they even borrowed the language of the civil
rights era to make far-reaching claims about equality, justice, and citizenship in
their anti–affirmative action rhetoric. Deslippe traces this conflict through
compelling case studies of real people and real jobs. He asks what the introduction
of affirmative action meant to the careers and livelihoods of Seattle steelworkers,
New York asbestos handlers, St. Louis firemen, Detroit policemen, City University
of New York academics, and admissions counselors at the University of Washington
Law School. Through their experiences, Deslippe examines the diverse reactions to
affirmative action, concluding that workers had legitimate grievances against its
hiring and promotion practices. In studying this phenomenon, Deslippe deepens
our understanding of American democracy and neoconservatism in the late
twentieth century and shows how the liberals’ often contradictory positions of the
1960s and 1970s reflect the conflicted views about affirmative action many
Americans still hold today.

Pathways to Urban Sustainability
In The Challenge of American History, Louis Masur brings together a sampling of
recent scholarship to determine the key issues preoccupying historians of
American history and to contemplate the discipline's direction for the future. The
fifteen summary essays included in this volume allow professional historians,
history teachers, and students to grasp in a convenient and accessible form what
historians have been writing about.

The Music Has Gone Out of the Movement
Offers a rich description of the impact of the 1960s race riots in the United States
whose legacy still haunts the nation.

False Dawn
Reducing Urban Violence in the Global South seeks to identify the drivers of urban
violence in the cities of the Global South and how they relate to and interact with
poverty and inequalities. Drawing on the findings of an ambitious 5-year,
15-project research programme supported by Canada’s International Development
Research Centre and the UK’s Department for International Development, the book
explores what works, and what doesn't, to prevent and reduce violence in urban
centres. Cities in developing countries are often seen as key drivers of economic
growth, but they are often also the sites of extreme violence, poverty, and
inequality. The research in this book was developed and conducted by researchers
from the Global South, who work and live in the countries studied; it challenges
many of the assumptions from the Global North about how poverty, violence, and
inequalities interact in urban spaces. In so doing, the book demonstrates that
accepted understandings of the causes of and solutions to urban violence
developed in the Global North should not be imported into the Global South
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without careful consideration of local dynamics and contexts. Reducing Urban
Violence in the Global South concludes by considering the broader implications for
policy and practice, offering recommendations for improving interventions to make
cities safer and more inclusive. The fresh perspectives and insights offered by this
book will be useful to scholars and students of development and urban violence, as
well as to practitioners and policymakers working on urban violence reduction
programmes.

Summer of Rage
May 20, 1969: Four members of the revolutionary Black Panther Party trudge
through woods along the edges of the Coginchaug River outside of New Haven,
Connecticut. Gunshots shatter the silence. Three men emerge from the woods.
Soon, two are in police custody. One flees across the country. Nine Panthers would
be tried for crimes committed that night, including National Chairman Bobby Seale,
extradited from California with the aide of Panther nemesis, California Governor
Ronald Reagan. Activists of all denominations descended on the New England
city--and the campus of Yale. The Nixon administration sent 4,000 National
Guardsmen. U.S. military tanks lined the streets outside of New Haven. In this
white-knuckle journey through a turbulent America, Doug Rae and Paul Bass let us
eavesdrop on late-night meetings between Yale President, Kingman Brewster, and
radical activists, including Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman, as they try to avert
disaster. Meanwhile, most heartrending of all is the never-before-told story of
Warren Kimbro--star community worker turned Panther assassin--who faces an
uphill battle to turn his life around.

Dangerous Encounters
From a Harvard scholar and former Obama official, a powerful proposal for
curtailing violent crime in America Urban violence is one of the most divisive and
allegedly intractable issues of our time. But as Harvard scholar Thomas Abt shows
in Bleeding Out, we actually possess all the tools necessary to stem violence in our
cities. Coupling the latest social science with firsthand experience as a crimefighter, Abt proposes a relentless focus on violence itself -- not drugs, gangs, or
guns. Because violence is "sticky," clustering among small groups of people and
places, it can be predicted and prevented using a series of smart-on-crime
strategies that do not require new laws or big budgets. Bringing these strategies
together, Abt offers a concrete, cost-effective plan to reduce homicides by over 50
percent in eight years, saving more than 12,000 lives nationally. Violence acts as a
linchpin for urban poverty, so curbing such crime can unlock the untapped
potential of our cities' most disadvantaged communities and help us to bridge the
nation's larger economic and social divides. Urgent yet hopeful, Bleeding Out offers
practical solutions to the national emergency of urban violence -- and challenges
readers to demand action.

A Century of Violence in a Red City
In the summer of 1967, in response to violent demonstrations that rocked 164 U.S.
cities, the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, a.k.a. the Kerner
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Commission, was formed. The Commission sought reasons for the disturbances,
including the role that law enforcement played. Chief among its research projects
was a study of 23 American cities, headed by social psychologist Robert Shellow.
An early draft of the scientists’ analysis, titled “The Harvest of American Racism:
The Political Meaning of Violence in the Summer of 1967,” provoked the
Commission’s staff in November 1967 by uncovering political causes for the
unrest; the team of researchers was fired, and the controversial report remained
buried at the LBJ Presidential Library until now. The first publication of the Harvest
report half a century later reveals that many of the issues it describes are still with
us, including how cities might more effectively and humanely react to groups and
communities in protest. In addition to the complete text of the suppressed Harvest
report, the book includes an introduction by Robert Shellow that provides useful
historical context; personal recollections from four of the report’s surviving social
scientists, Robert Shellow, David Boesel, Gary T. Marx, and David O. Sears; and an
appendix outlining the differences between the unpublished Harvest analysis and
the well-known Kerner Commission Report that followed it. “The [Harvest of
American Racism] report was rejected by Johnson administration functionaries as
being far too radical—politically ‘unviable’… Social science can play an extremely
positive role in fighting racial and other injustice and inequality, but only if it is
matched with a powerful political will to implement the findings. That will has
never come from within an American presidential administration—that will has only
been forged in black and other radical communities’ movements for justice. The
political power for change, as incremental as it has been, has come from within
those communities. Washington responds, it does not lead." —from the Foreword
by Michael C. Dawson “In the summer of 1967 the Kerner Commission hired a
team of social scientists to explain the cause of the riots that had engulfed dozens
of American cities. Their report, The Harvest of American Racism, was so
controversial that the commission staff ordered it destroyed. Now, Robert Shellow
and his team have published Harvest, along with insightful and revealing essays
that provide appropriate context and perspective. This is an important book that is
as relevant today as it was five decades ago.” —Steven M. Gillon, author of
Separate and Unequal: The Kerner Commission and the Unraveling of American
Liberalism “In 1968 the Kerner Commission concluded that cities across the nation
had been erupting because blacks were frustrated with the slow pace of racial and
economic equality. It turns out that the Commission had been presented with a far
more radical analysis of those urban uprisings, in an extraordinary report called
The Harvest of American Racism. This report was not only ignored, but actively
suppressed. Now black rage is once again rocking our nation’s major cities, and it
is past time that we take a close look at what policymakers dismissed 50 years
ago. As the Harvest report made clear, those who took to the streets in 1968
weren’t merely frustrated and filled with despair. They were politically engaged,
they believed that racial oppression’s root causes must be addressed rather than
its surface expressions, and they would never stop erupting until change really
happened. The Harvest of American Racism is a must-read, as relevant today as it
was 50 years ago.” —Heather Ann Thompson, Pulitzer-Prize winning author of
Blood in the Water: The Attica Prison Uprising of 1971 and Its Legacy “This seminal
study from the 1960s provides a hard-hitting and insightful look at the roots of
racial discrimination of the United States. Jettisoned by the Kerner Commission for
something less radical, this eye-opening analysis still speaks volumes in our
current age.” —Julian E. Zelizer, Malcolm Stevenson Forbes, Class of 1941
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Professor of History and Public Affairs, Princeton University, and CNN Political
Analyst Psychologist Robert Shellow was Research Director for the National
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders. He later directed a pilot police program for
the Washington, DC, Department of Public Safety and taught at Carnegie Mellon
University, before starting his own consulting business.

Law and Order
In a book destined to become a classic, Stephan and Abigail Thernstrom present
important new information about the positive changes that have been achieved
and the measurable improvement in the lives of the majority of African-Americans.
Supporting their conclusions with statistics on education, earnings, and housing,
they argue that the perception of serious racial divisions in this country is outdated
-- and dangerous.

Violence and Childhood in the Inner City
The Detroit Riot of 1967
The contributors present various opinions about the causes of violence in American
cities.

The Color of Law
After the passage of sweeping civil rights and voting rights legislation in 1964 and
1965, the civil rights movement stood poised to build on considerable momentum.
In a famous speech at Howard University in 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson
declared that victory in the next battle for civil rights would be measured in "equal
results" rather than equal rights and opportunities. It seemed that for a brief
moment the White House and champions of racial equality shared the same
objectives and priorities. Finding common ground proved elusive, however, in a
climate of growing social and political unrest marked by urban riots, the Vietnam
War, and resurgent conservatism. Examining grassroots movements and
organizations and their complicated relationships with the federal government and
state authorities between 1965 and 1968, David C. Carter takes readers through
the inner workings of local civil rights coalitions as they tried to maintain strength
within their organizations while facing both overt and subtle opposition from state
and federal officials. He also highlights internal debates and divisions within the
White House and the executive branch, demonstrating that the federal
government's relationship to the movement and its major goals was never as clearcut as the president's progressive rhetoric suggested. Carter reveals the complex
and often tense relationships between the Johnson administration and activist
groups advocating further social change, and he extends the traditional timeline of
the civil rights movement beyond the passage of the Voting Rights Act.

Social Urbanism and the Politics of Violence
May 20, 1969: Four members of the revolutionary Black Panther Party trudge
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through woods along the edges of the Coginchaug River outside of New Haven,
Connecticut. Gunshots shatter the silence. Three men emerge from the woods.
Soon, two are in police custody. One flees across the country. Nine Panthers would
be tried for crimes committed that night, including National Chairman Bobby Seale,
extradited from California with the aide of Panther nemesis, California Governor
Ronald Reagan. Activists of all denominations descended on the New England
city--and the campus of Yale. The Nixon administration sent 4,000 National
Guardsmen. U.S. military tanks lined the streets outside of New Haven. In this
white-knuckle journey through a turbulent America, Doug Rae and Paul Bass let us
eavesdrop on late-night meetings between Yale President, Kingman Brewster, and
radical activists, including Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman, as they try to avert
disaster. Meanwhile, most heartrending of all is the never-before-told story of
Warren Kimbro--star community worker turned Panther assassin--who faces an
uphill battle to turn his life around.

In Defense of Looting
Anniston's early years constitute a fascinating story - of the collaborative efforts of
an Englishman and a Connecticut Yankee to develop the iron resources of
northeast Alabama at a time when the area was struggling to recover from the
devastating effects of the Civil War. The result was a robust, successful new town
that benefited from their profit-minded business acumen and from their
paternalistic but utopian mind-set. With town-building and boosting efforts,
Anniston soon became known to contemporaries as "the model city of the New
South." The town's economic survival through booms and busts is a study in
marketing and diversification, of reliance on old liaisons in hard times. Originally
published in 1978, the book explores Anniston's first quarter century and yields
rich material because it cuts across several historical fields, including urban,
economic, quantitative, social, and political history, as well as labor and race
relations.

A People's History of Detroit
In the summer of 1967, Detroit experienced one of the worst racially charged civil
disturbances in United States history. Years of frustration generated by entrenched
and institutionalized racism boiled over late on a hot July night. In an event that
has been called a “riot,” “rebellion,” “uprising,” and “insurrection,” thousands of
African Americans took to the street for several days of looting, arson, and gunfire.
Law enforcement was overwhelmed, and it wasn’t until battle-tested federal troops
arrived that the city returned to some semblance of normalcy. Fifty years later,
native Detroiters cite this event as pivotal in the city’s history, yet few completely
understand what happened, why it happened, or how it continues to affect the city
today. Discussions of the events are often rife with misinformation and myths, and
seldom take place across racial lines. It is editor Joel Stone’s intention with Detroit
1967: Origins, Impacts, Legacies to draw memories, facts, and analysis together to
create a broader context for these conversations. In order to tell a more complete
story, Detroit 1967 starts at the beginning with colonial slavery along the Detroit
River and culminates with an examination of the state of race relations today and
suggestions for the future. Readers are led down a timeline that features chapters
discussing the critical role that unfree people played in establishing Detroit, the
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path that postwar manufacturers within the city were taking to the suburbs and
eventually to other states, as well as the widely held untruth that all white people
wanted to abandon Detroit after 1967. Twenty contributors, from journalists like
Tim Kiska, Bill McGraw, and Desiree Cooper to historians like DeWitt S. Dykes,
Danielle L. McGuire, and Kevin Boyle, have individually created a rich body of work
on Detroit and race, that is compiled here in a well-rounded, accessible volume.
Detroit 1967 aims to correct fallacies surrounding the events that took place and
led up to the summer of 1967 in Detroit, and to encourage informed discussion
around this topic. Readers of Detroit history and urban studies will be drawn to and
enlightened by these powerful essays.

Black Violence
The psychologist examines trends in violence by young boys, analyzing his twentyfive years of work with violent adolescents to develop recommendations for
preventive measures

The Model City of the New South
A fresh argument for rioting and looting as our most powerful tools for dismantling
white supremacy Looting--a crowd of people publicly, openly, and directly seizing
goods--is one of the more extreme actions that can take place in the midst of
social unrest. Even self-identified radicals distance themselves from looters,
fearing that violent tactics reflect badly on the broader movement. But Vicky
Osterweil argues that stealing goods and destroying property are direct, pragmatic
strategies of wealth redistribution and improving life for the working class--not to
mention the brazen messages these methods send to the police and the state. All
our beliefs about the innate righteousness of property and ownership, Osterweil
explains, are built on the history of anti-Black, anti-Indigenous oppression. From
slave revolts to labor strikes to the modern-day movements for climate change,
Black lives, and police abolition, Osterweil makes a convincing case for rioting and
looting as weapons that bludgeon the status quo while uplifting the poor and
marginalized. In Defense of Looting is a history of violent protest sparking social
change, a compelling reframing of revolutionary activism, and a practical vision for
a dramatically restructured society.
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